Investigation

Summary Report

Columbia, LA

Private Residence
HISTORY

Situated on an acre of land outside Columbia, LA, this doublewide mobile home purchased in
1999 now sits empty. It has had 4 or 5 owners in its history. The previous owner, as well as past
owners, have died in the home.

EXPERIENCES

The sister and aunt of the previous owner told the team about experiences he and they had
experienced in the home. Including oppressive presence in the home. Seeing a black fog with red
eyes. The sister’s husband while cleaning the master bedroom had something jump on his back
and pin him to the floor. There were reports of sounds and voices. They had tried to cleanse the
house before and thought they had been successful, but the previous owner’s girlfriend’s
daughter, who had no knowledge of the activity not of the entity in the home; came screaming
and crying to her mom and reported seeing the black fog and saying that” It was only hiding and
not gone.”

Investigators Reports
Location: Columbia, LA
Date: September 12, 2020
Investigators: Grady and Brianna
Equipment used: Deer Cameras, Night vision Video Camera, K2, Mel Meter, Digital Recorder,
Digital Still Camera
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We proceeded with our base line sweeps for EMF in all areas of the house. While doing the
walkthrough we also took pictures. After the walkthrough we proceeded to set up all equipment in
the house. We set up the deer cameras in the master bedroom, the music room, the work room, and
the living room. We had an issue during the investigation with the batteries in our equipment going
dead. What makes this unusual is that all of the equipment had new batteries put in just before the
investigation. One of our deer cameras went dead about an hour in. Our video camera went dead
about half away thru the investigation and the IR light went dead with in 20 minutes and would not
charge after that.
K2/Mel Meter: During the investigation we did not receive any really unexplained readings on these
devices.
EVP’s: During the investigation we did hear unexplained sounds such as knocks and whispers. The
only thing we were able to capture as an EVP was an unexplained screeching noise in the storage
room.
Video: This is the best that we got all night. One is a quick light anomaly the seems to follow Brianna
as she walks thru the work room. And the second is of the same investigator where a light anomaly
seems to shoot out of her head.

Attached Files
EVP’s: In the storage room. Described above.
Video: Work room and storage room. Described above.

CONCLUSION

Louisiana Spirits has pioneered so many reportedly active locations in the state. By not simply
going off of haunted tales, we treat any historic location as the next potential haunting. In some
cases, we walk out empty-handed, other times we don't.
In regard to the location in Columbia, LA, we strongly feel activity is prevalent here and we
believe that with the help of a follow-up investigation, we will be able to get more evidence!
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